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Screw Jack

Polimak Process Technology
Screw Jack Systems

Polimak  has  been  producing industrial  systems  and  equipment,  offering  its  clients  engineering
services with 40 years of experience.  

Our screw jacks and powertrain products offer the best solution for of linear motion applications
with capacities ranging from 5kN to 1500kN. Our goal is to present you the most convenient design,
the  fastest  and  the  most  correct  solution  while  meeting  the  required  need  for  the  balance  of
performance, life and cost of the product. We have extensive range of screw jacks for wide range of
applications providing services from mechanical and automotive to hardwood and defense industry.

Screw jacks are used in lifting of any load, pulling of a piece, arrangement of working space of
machinery, and in many rectilinear work. Screw jacks are known as lineer motor, linear actuator,
mechanical jack. To decide on the best product and fulfil all of your needs go check our screw jack
catalogs and fill purchase order from our website.
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Working principle of screw jacks

V-Travelling Ball Screw Type

 Main components of screw jacks are; trapezoidal  lifting screw,
worm screw, worm gear and gear housing. Worm screw is rotated
manually or by motor.  With the rotation of the worm gear, the
screw in it moves upwards or downwards linearly. If the screw end
connection  is  connected  to  the  free  load,  the  screw  rotates
circularly and moves up and down. If it is connected to a fixed
load, the gearbox in the jack receives the movement from the
gear unit and the trapezoidal  screw moves only linearly up and
down. In other words, it acts the same as the Wedged type, so
there is no need to open wedge channel to trapezoidal screw.    The
feed rate of the screw depends on the turning speed, the number
of teeth of the gears and the size of the screw pitch. 

Travelling Ball Screw Type

K-Travelling Ball Wedge Screw Type

  Main components of screw jacks are; trapezoidal lifting screw,
worm screw, worm gear and gear housing. Worm screw is rotated
manually or by motor.  With the rotation of the worm gear, the
screw in  it  moves  upwards  or  downwards  linearly. The  wedge
channel  is  opened to  the  screw to prevent the  rotation of  the
screw and only the upward and downward movement of the screw
is provided. In this way, the importance of the screw connection is
eliminated.  The feed rate of the screw depends on the turning
speed, the number of teeth of the gears and the size of the screw
pitch.

Travelling Ball Wedge Screw Type

T-Travelling Ball Nut Type

 Main components of screw jacks are; trapezoidal  lifting screw,
worm screw, lifting nut and gear housing. Worm screw is rotated
manually or by motor. With the rotation of the gear, the screw that
is inside the screw jack only makes rotation around it's axis. The
flange, which is produced from the bronze material on the screw
shaft moves linearly upwards or downwards. One of the purposes
of using such systems is the lack of ducting or storage for the
movement  of  the  screw  used  in  the  ball  screw  type  and  ball
wedge screw type.  In addition, the screw does not come down
from the jack base. The feedrate of the screw depends on the
turning speed, the number of teeth of the gears and the size of
the screw pitch. 

Travelling Ball Nut Type
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Screw Jack Order Code
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Load Capacity Table

Warning:
Manual or optional working speed of screw jacks is chosen according to the table above.

As for screw jacks that will be used for motors or gearboxes, the progress pace, X and Y type, will
be determined by our company according to the selected features.
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Dimension Table
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Type of Spindle Heads

V-Travelling ball screw and K-Travelling ball wedge screw version type

F1-Type (Plain End)

 

F2-Type (Clevis End)

 

P G5 Tr 2 0x6P G15 Tr 2 5x6P G20 Tr 2 5x6
P G30 Tr 3 0x6P G50 Tr 4 0x7
P G10 0 Tr 5 5x12P G15 0 Tr 6 0x12P G20 0 Tr 6 5x12P G24 0 Tr 7 5x14P G30 0 Tr 9 0x16
P G35 0 Tr 100x 16P G50 0 Tr 120x 16P G75 0 Tr 140x 16
P G10 00 Tr 160x 20P G15 00 Tr 190x 24

V ida Ö lçü sü (d1)
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F3-Type (Flange End)
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T -Travelling ball nut version

F4-Type (Bronze Nut) 

PG5T,PG15T....PG500T models version type

F5-The special design nut and flange connection 
types

Specially designed nuts and flange connection types and models
are designed according to company requirements.
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Equipment Type

A-Type
 

 

  

 V and K types of screw jacks does not have  protected
bellow and cover pipe.

 

B-Type

 

  V and K types of screw jack have protected bellow. Used
to  protect  aganist  external  factors  (water,  dust,  etc.).
Bellow length should be equal to screw stroke length. 
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C-Type

  V  and  K  types  of  screw jack  have  cover  pipe.  Used  to
protect aganist external factors (water, dust, etc.). Cover pipe
length should be equal to secrew stroke length. 

 

D-Type

V and K types of screw jacks have  protected bellow and
cover pipe. Used to protect aganist external factors (water,
dust, etc.). Protected bellow and cover pipe length should be
equal to secrew stroke length.  
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E-Type

• Pivot Mounting

• Special Design Equipment

Special design equipment are designed according to company
requirements.

file:///D:/Sat%C4%B1%C5%9F/Vidal%C4%B1%20Kriko/ARCAN%20BEY%20TARAFINDAN%20BAKILACAK/%C4%B0ngilizce%20Katalo%C4%9F/
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Load Graphs

Load capacity of screw jacks depends on length of screw shaft. Load capacity changes according to screw
shaft length and installation methods. Installation methods named with Euler 1, Euler 2, and Euler 3. Same
graphics valid for travelling screw and travelling nut.

Euler 1

Screw jack housing fixed to the base. Trapezoidal end (or
nut) lifting the load freely

Euler 2

Gear housing assembled by pin or joint. Trapezoidal end
(or nut) assembled by pin or joint, and it is collinear to
the motion

Euler 3

Screw jack housing fixed to the base. Trapezoidal end (or
nut)  assembled  by  pin  or  joint,  and  it  is  collinear  to
motion
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Permissible Capacity Value
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Installation Positions
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Installation Examples

The motorized screw jack is designed so that motor and shaft connection can be made in both
directions. The choice of gear unit type, motor type and interconnection shaft types (according) to
the load and materials to be lifted is determined by our company. The choice of X and Y type is
determined by our company according to the requested pace and according to the specifications
stated in the order form and the best efficiency and also performance is ensured. 

In our assembly examples, we have diagrams of how screwed jack shaft connections, motor and
reducer connections are implemented.

In our practical examples, you can have an idea of where and how your screwed screw jacks are
used in everyday life. You can also find out about screwed jack installation and equipment. You
can also obtain information about installment and equipment of screw jacks.
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Installation Examples-1
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Installation Examples-2
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Application Examples

       

RADAR    
       APPLICATION
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Application Examples

 

STAGE LIFTING 
APPLICATION
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Application Examples

     BENDING ROLLER
 APPLICATION 
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Application Examples

LOAD LIFTING SYSTEM
 APPLICATION
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Application Examples

LOAD LIFTING SYSTEM 
 APPLICATION
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Application Examples

TRIAXIAL LOAD LIFTING SYSTEM 
APPLICATION
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Application Examples

DAM SHUTTER 
APPLICATION
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Application Examples

PLATFORM LIFTING
       APPLICATION
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Application Examples

  SOLAR ENERGY
PANELS LIFTING 
   APPLICATION
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Application Examples
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